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the backbone of any good business is a commitment to excellence.
The company that routinely does the bare minimum required to meet its
obligations will not flourish, particularly in tough times. It’s the company
that always strives to exceed expectations, in every situation, that will earn
the trust and loyalty of its clients.
Those are the companies we want to recognize in our Jobber of the Year and
Shop of the Year issue.
We’ve been doing this for years. We put out a call for jobber stores and repair
shops that have made significant changes in the last 12 months. We want our award
to celebrate the successes that have materialized in the past year.
It is always gratifying to see how many companies have earned votes as the top
business of the year. As a matter of fact, it is a particular pleasure of mine to go
through all the nominations, read the success stories, and talk to the nominees
whose unique approaches to customer service have led to unexpected rewards.
These stories fill my agenda for the following year, as I call on them for advice
and opinion.
As a trade publication dedicated to improving our industry, we’re always looking for
good stories to tell. Stories about companies that have implemented new work systems
and productivity practices that deliver customer satisfaction. Aspirational stories
about surprising victories and earned success. Motivational stories about overcoming
challenges. These are the stories we want to tell in our year-end issue, as we name a
jobber store that has gone above and beyond the call of duty, and an
automotive repair shop that stands out from its peers.
We need your help in finding those businesses.
We’ve opened nominations for the 2020 Shop of the Year, and
the 2020 Jobber of the Year. The form is on our website. If you
know a business that has made a significant change in the last
12 months, that is really firing on all cylinders, or that is trying
something new to build customer loyalty, please take a moment
to let us know about it. It might be one of your customers, one
of your friends… or it might be you. If you think you’re in the
running for Jobber of the Year because of new measures
you’ve implemented, or a new approach you’ve taken to
an industry challenge, feel free to nominate yourself.
This is no time for modesty!
For better or worse, some businesses are running
on autopilot. They’re doing business as they always
have. If it’s working for them, great. If it’s not,
I hope they wake up soon. Maybe they’ll learn
something from the progressive companies out
there that are keeping up with technology, customer
preferences, and retail trends.
Let me know what you think.
Maybe they’ll catch a glimpse of what is possible from
You can reach me at
allan@newcom.ca
the businesses of the year.
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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SUPPLY CHAIN HARDER HIT,
BUT MORE OPTIMISTIC: AIA ANALYSIS
AIA releases results of latest business condition survey
ONLY ABOUT EIGHT PERCENT

of
aftermarket businesses are functioning
normally, according to a second round of
survey calls by the Automotive Industries
Association of Canada.
The AIA’s Impact of Covid-19
Aftermarket Business Conditions
Survey found that 34% of businesses
have been ‘very disrupted’ by the
coronavirus pandemic, 57% have
been ‘slightly disrupted’ and 1% are
completely shut down.
Of the 8% of businesses that are
‘functioning normally’, 26% report
revenue increase of 1-10% in May 2020;
28% forecast no changes to revenue in
June 2020; and a further 44% forecast
that revenue will remain unchanged for
July 2020.
As far as supply chain challenges,
68% of aftermarket businesses reported
delays in obtaining vehicle parts,
while 57% said they had experienced
disruptions by suppliers. Some 13% say
they have been unable to offer some
products and services due to disrupted
supply chains.
Deeper analysis revealed that the
automotive aftermarket supply chain
has been harder hit by the coronavirus
pandemic, but remains more optimistic
than the mechanical repair sector.
The business conditions survey was
based on responses from 81 people in
the supply chain (parts manufacturers,
major retailers, wholesalers, and
warehouse-distributors).
Of them, a quarter (25%) reported
that their businesses were “very
disrupted” while 10% reported they are
“functioning normally.”
Forecasting conditions over the next
30 days, 63% of respondents in the
supply chain believe we will start to see a
recovery, 30% say business will return to

Economic recession at global, national and provincial levels

68%
63%

Second outbreak of COVID-19 shutting down businesses
Consumer’s attitudes towards vehicle maintenance & repair (less likely to spend on their cars)

57%

Cost of increased safety and sanitizing practices

56%

Managing stress (own and staff’s)

53%
51%

Physical health impacts (on myself, my staff or others)
Consumer’s overall purchasing power (for aftermarket products & services
Business cash flow (paying rent, meeting payroll, paying suppliers/mortgage/other bills,
getting paid)
Maintaining safe work practices after re-opening (staff-staff/staff-customers)

50%
44%
42%

Debt (long-term financial consequences of debt and depleted savings)

37%

Staffing (layoffs, retention, refusal to work due to health concerns, inability to work)

26%

Accessing personal protective equipment (PPE) for our business

26%

Business logistics (getting and shipping products, managing inventories)

20%

Increase in e-tailing or online purchase of automotive parts & fluids

18%

No concerns at the moment

4%

Other (please specify)

2%

Second outbreak of COVID-19 shutting down businesses

70%

Economic recession at global, national and provincial levels

69%

Managing stress (own and staff’s)

53%
52%

Consumer’s overall purchasing power (for aftermarket products & services
46%

Maintaining safe work practices after re-opening (staff-staff/staff-customers)
41%

Increase in e-tailing or online purchase of automotive parts & fluids

40%

Cost of increased safety and sanitizing practices
Physical health impacts (on myself, my staff or others)
Consumer’s attitudes towards vehicle maintenance & repair
(less likely to spend on their cars)
Business logistics (getting and shipping products, managing inventories)
Staffing (layoffs, retention, refusal to work due to health concerns,
inability to work)
Debt (long-term financial consequences of debt and depleted savings)
Business cash flow (paying rent, meeting payroll, paying suppliers/mortgage
other bills, getting paid)
Accessing personal protective equipment (PPE) for our business

38%
32%
30%
27%
25%
22%
20%

Other (please specify)
No concerns at the moment

4%
2%

normal (pre-Covid) conditions, and 5%
say things will get worse.
Their main concern is the possibility
of a second outbreak of Covid-19 that
shuts down business.
By comparison, respondents in the
mechanical repair sector (a total of 139
people) reported being less impacted
by Covid, and somewhat less optimistic
about recovery.
Some 16% reported that their
businesses have been “very
disrupted” while 13% say they are
operating normally.

As for forecasting, 43% predicted a
recovery beginning in the next 30 days.
Twenty four percent believe business
will return to normal (pre-Covid)
conditions, and 14% say things will
get worse
Their biggest concern is economic
recession stemming from Covid-19 and
social unrest.
As far as mobility trends:
Workplace travel is down 40%
from baseline, according to Google
Community Mobility Reports. Retail
and recreational travel is down 21%.

w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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SHOW FEVER
Organizers of the aftermarket’s mega-events in Las Vegas
face mega-challenges in the year of Covid.
By Allan Janssen
CONCERNED THAT THE GLOBAL PANDEMIC could
keep tens of thousands of people away from the annual
Automotive Aftermarket Parts Exposition (AAPEX),
organizers are stressing “The Power of Being There.”
The show’s new slogan reflects the industry’s
determination to meet in person rather than in virtual space.
But making that happen will take extraordinary effort.
In fact, the event, to be held in Las Vegas during the first
week of November, could well be the most challenging show
organizers ever planned, as they try to identify all health
concerns and address all security issues.
With months still to go before doors open, any number of
changes are still possible, but without doubt this year’s show
will be virtually unrecognizable from previous iterations.
“This is going to be a very different AAPEX, as it should
be,” said Paul McCarthy, president and chief operating
officer of the Automotive Aftermarket Suppliers Association
(AASA), one of the host groups of the annual show.
In a video message, McCarthy outlined the many changes
exhibitors and guests can expect when they arrive at the
Venetian Hotel and the Sands Expo hall in Las Vegas in early
November. Some features of the show have also been moved
off-site – a decision that was made before Covid-19 struck, but
which is proving to be valuable for social distancing purposes.
“We will have the Caesar’s Forum space. This was a good
year for the expansion. It gave us more space for the show but
also for a spread-out registration,” McCarthy said. “We’re doing
what we can do to cut down on the traffic and grouping.”
He shared the video stage with Bill Hanvey, president and
chief executive officer of the Auto Care Association, the other
host group. Hanvey said measures will be taken to reduce
personal contact on the show floor.
“It’s going to look very different,” he said. “Most of
the aisles we increased, in their width, by 25%, to help us
maintain social distancing. We’re designating several oneway aisles to help with traffic flow just as we see in grocery
markets. And in some cases, flow is going to be structured to
reduce traffic clusters while maintaining accessibility.”
The hotel and exhibition facility itself has introduced
some 800 new safety protocols as part of its “Venetian
Clean” initiative.
Designed to make guests feel secure from the spread of the
novel coronavirus, it includes continuous cleaning of public
areas, discrete thermal-scans to identify people with fever,
8
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hundreds of hand-sanitizing stations, and reduced meeting
room capacities.
By state order, masks must be worn at all times by all
guests. That’s the rule right now. It is unknown whether that
will still be the case in November, but organizers plan to hand
masks out at the doors of the show and encourage people to
wear them.
Mark Bogdansky, vice president of meeting and events
for the Auto Care Association, told automotive journalists
that decision may be problematic for some people, but it was
made for the right reasons.

AAPEX to unveil new ‘Repair Shop HQ’
The lower level of the Sands Exhibition Center will not host the AAPEX
international pavilion.
Starting this year, the lower level will be transformed to “Repair Shop HQ” – an
interactive display of advanced shop models and training theaters.
The international pavilion will be relocated to Caesars Forum Conference Center,
across the road from the Sands.
The technical and business classes that will be on offer have been selected by
a panel of auto repair shop owners and technicians. The training will be offered
in three theatres and will be experiential and hands-on with classes for all levels:
beginners, intermediate and advanced.
Seating will be first come, first served, and all classes are included in attendee
online registration.
Trainers include Jim Wilson, Richard Cregar, Bill Haas, Cecil Bullard, Mike
Reynolds, Eric Ziegler, Murray Voth, Tony Salas, Jeremy O’Neal, Greg Bunch,
John Thornton, Rick White, and Maylan Newton.
Technical classes will cover labscope usage, advanced driver assistance
systems (ADAS) calibrations, controller area networks (CANs), European diagnostics,
essential diagnostic steps, aftertreatment diagnosis in today’s electronically
controlled diesel trucks, push button ignition diagnostics and in cylinder pressure
transducer diagnostics.
Business management classes will focus on effective leadership and
communication, diagnosing and repairing a business, moving from a price-based
model to a value-based model, diagnostic sales skills, success with multi-location
businesses and attracting top talent.

“There are people that don’t want to wear them, and we
have heard from them. They are telling us that if we go through
with that, they are not coming this year,” he said. “But we have
to make a decision that we feel is in the greater good.”
In a conference call with automotive journalists, Liz
Goad, director of meetings and events for AASA, echoed
Bogdansky’s sentiments that there are “an unusually high

environment where showgoers will feel safe to congregate.
Plans involve many experts across multiple industries,
including healthcare, facility management, city and state
leadership, and event experience and design.
“We are proactively calling on all our partners to pool our
collective resources to establish best practices and deliver the
highest levels of safety and security along with the business
value SEMA is known for,” said Gattuso. “Even with the show
still months away, we are well into planning what it will look
like when we all gather in Las Vegas.”

Spirits of Canada reception at the Venetian Hotel

number of moving parts” this year. But she said many
association members are counting on an in-person event.
“We have heard from a lot of people that AAPEX is very
important to their business year, on both the exhibitor and
attendee side,” she said. “And if AAPEX were not to happen –
in any year – our members would be looking for other ways to
make those connections and push their businesses forward.”
There have not yet been any major conventions in Las
Vegas for AAPEX organizers to learn from.
Meanwhile, organizers of AAPEX's sister show, the
Specialty Equipment Manufacturers Association (SEMA)
show, say they believe the industry will be ready and able to
meet by November.
“We are steadfast in our belief that our members and our
industry will recover more quickly from the current climate
by safely coming together to share ideas and look ahead to
strategize for 2021 and beyond,” said Tom Gattuso, SEMA
VP of events. “In some respects, it will be one of the hardest
events we have produced in the Show’s 54-year history, but it
will also be among the most gratifying.”
Organizers are focused on building the optimal business

Canada Night at Paris Hotel

Canadian receptions cancelled
The annual Canada Night and “Spirits of Canada” receptions at AAPEX have
been canceled over travel uncertainty and health concerns.
Both events were to have taken place Nov. 3.
AIA's Canada Night Committee cited uncertainty around cross-border
travel and concerns about the ability to maintain social distancing both while
travelling and while attending a gathering of this size.
“This has been a hard year for the aftermarket — one where we’ve all had
to make difficult choices,” said J.F. Champagne, president of AIA Canada.
“Cancelling Canada Night is not a decision we took lightly. But at the end of
the day, we have to do what is best for the health and safety of our members
and our industry.”
Organizers of the Spirits of Canada event projected that fewer Canadians
would be attending this year, with some sponsors pulling out or reducing their
presence at the show.
"Although saddened by the decision to cancel, we felt it prudent and in the
best interest for all stakeholders involved,” a statement from organizers read.
"We are in hopes we can host more memorable evenings in the years to come."
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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APC FILES FOR PROTECTION,
ENTERS RESTRUCTURING
AGREEMENT
APC AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES has entered into a

comprehensive restructuring support agreement (RSA) with
its creditors. The agreement – which has broad support from
equity holders as well as the company’s asset-based lenders, term
loan lenders, and significant financial sponsors – aims to reduce
debt by approximately $290 million while providing $50 million
in new financing. The deal has the support of 74% of its term
loan lenders that are eligible to vote, and significant financial
sponsors.
Manufacturing PMI hits four-month high
in June
Business expectations continue
to rise from the lows recorded
in April 2020. The latest
data in IHS Markit Canada’s
Manufacturing Purchasing
Managers’ Index provided signs
of a turnaround in momentum
across the Canadian
manufacturing sector. The seasonally adjusted PMI registered
47.8 in June, up from 40.6 in May, and well above the surveyrecord low seen during April (33.0). Around 42% of the survey
panel anticipate a rise in production volumes over the next 12
months, while 16% forecast a reduction.
NRS Brakes adds galvanized brakes for
Cadillac, Acura
NRS Brakes has expanded its line of premium galvanized brake
pads for the Cadillac Escalade. The new addition to the NRS
Brake line-up covers the 2020 Escalade as well as the 2020 Tahoe,
representing approximately 154,000 vehicles in production
globally. NRS Brakes also released pads specifically designed for
the 2020 Acura RLX, including the popular hybrid model, with
brakes engineered specifically for hybrid applications.
Cloyes expands its catalogue
with 76 new part numbers
During the first half of 2020, Cloyes
has added product line coverage for
more than 23 million vehicles-inoperation (VIO) in North America.
The growth in VIO coverage is due to
the addition of 76 timing drive system
kit and component part numbers
to its catalogue. The newly released part numbers include a wide
range of kits and stand-alone components, including variable valve
timing components, timing chain tensioners, guides, sprockets,
and chains as well as timing chain kits, timing chain water pump
kits, and variable valve timing chain kits.
10
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Transportation and warehousing sector
down 23.1% in April: StatsCan
Statistics Canada is reporting that real gross domestic product
in Canada dropped 11.6% in April, following a 7.5% decline in
March. April marked the first full month of measures put in
place to slow the spread of Covid-19. The transportation and
warehousing sector was down for the fifth time in six months,
dropping 23.1% in April. The output of motor vehicle and motor
vehicle parts and accessories merchant wholesalers were down by
half in April. All 20 industrial sectors of the Canadian economy
were down. Preliminary information indicates an approximate
3.0% increase in real GDP for May.
Worst of downturn is over:
SEMA research
The Specialty Equipment Manufacturers Association (SEMA)
has gone on record as saying the worst of the downturn is over.
That’s the bold pronouncement of the association’s “Industry
Indicators” newsletter for June 2020. Based on research by Avrio
Institute, SEMA’s market research suggests that “what will go
down in the record books as one of the steepest and deepest
economic declines in history will likely also be the shortest.”
The association acknowledges that some market conditions may
continue to deteriorate, but it points to green shoots starting to
appear in the incoming data from around the U.S. in May.
Dana, Hella among suppliers recognized
by General Motors
Dana Inc. and Hella were both named 2019 suppliers of the
year by General Motors. The 28th annual awards, during which
General Motors recognized 116 of its best suppliers from 15
countries, were presented at a virtual ceremony on June 24.
Dana was recognized for both its driveline technologies and
powertrain cooling solutions. It is the third consecutive year
Dana has received the award. Hella Inc. was recognized for its
contributions in the area of lighting and electronics.
Auto Care Association
releases latest Factbook
The Auto Care Association says
this year’s Factbook – the justreleased resource of aftermarket
data – will prove more useful than
ever before, given the economic
effects of COVID-19. The 2021
Auto Care Factbook offers 120
pages of facts relevant to the
automotive aftermarket. The section
on the Canadian auto care industry
highlights the size and shape of
the aftermarket. It pegs the auto
care industry at $22.8 billion CDN in 2019, representing a 2.3%
increase over 2018.

NAMES IN THE NEWS

Thomas J. (TJ) Fontana has been appointed director of
sales, North America for Dayco. He will lead the light and
commercial vehicle aftermarket segment.
Stephen Gow has been named director of business
development and sales for diesel fuel injectors and
turbochargers remanufacturer PurePower Technologies.
As senior director of aftermarket and digital solutions
Dan Griffin will now lead Dana’s global aftermarket
business units. He’ll handle operations, sales, marketing,
e-commerce, and data analytics.
Kenny Gross has been named sales director, special markets
at Mevotech. He will focus on generating leads and building
relationships with potential customers in special markets.
Continental has named Sean Lannoo as the sales technical

training supervisor for the company’s VDO, REDI-Sensor,
ATE, Autodiagnos, and ClearContact aftermarket product
lines.

Uni-Select joins the Alliance
Uni-Select Canada has joined the Aftermarket Auto Parts Alliance
The move, announced in early June, makes Uni-Select the largest
Canadian group in the Alliance network of independent automotive
warehouse distributors.
“We are glad to join the Alliance as we are both driven by
entrepreneurial spirit and have a strong commitment to the
aftermarket,” said Brent Windom, president and chief executive
officer of Uni-Select. “This association will enable Uni-Select
to accelerate our technological development while reducing
development time to deliver world class data management metrics
across our customer spectrum.”
He said that while both organizations and their respective brands
will remain fully independent, he expects that collaboration will
drive increased brand recognition for its Bumper to Bumper brand
in North America, and will maximize the impact of the company’s
newly launched Bumper to Bumper Auto Service program.
“Uni-Select is an outstanding company led by some fine people,
some of whom I have known for decades,” said John R. Washbish,
president and CEO of the Alliance. “They have an extensive
footprint and an even more impressive reputation, and we are
delighted to welcome them to the Alliance.”

Shannon Lara has been named director of marketing for

Dayco’s North American aftermarket, focused on delivering

new products, programs, and applications to the market,
driving sales and increasing customer satisfaction.
The board of directors of Tenneco Inc. has appointed
Dennis J. Letham as its new chairman. Letham, who had
been the lead independent director, succeeds Gregg M.
Sherrill, who intends to retire soon.
Steve Mason has joined the sales team of Autologue
Computer Systems, to play a key role in the continued
execution of Autologue’s strategic sales growth plan.

Charles (Chuck) Pariano, senior manager of sales and
marketing for Aisin North America’s Aftermarket
Division, has retired after a 35-plus years in the automotive
aftermarket industry.
Tyler Samagalski has been promoted to director of
industrial, fluid power and performance markets, North
America for Dayco. Well-known in the Canadian market,
he has been with the company for 10 years.

w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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BytheNumbers

7,126

Stats that put the North American
automotive aftermarket into perspective.

Number of locations selling motor vehicle parts and accessories
in Canada. Total of wholesalers: 2,472. Total of retailers: 4,654.

per cent
In 2019, the percentage of e-commerce
purchases (by dollar volume) that was
picked up at a retail location as opposed
to delivered to a home.
NPD Group

AIA A Case of Disruption Report, 2019

37.2

%

533,740

New light vehicle registrations
in Canada in 2019. 2021 Factbook, Auto Care Association

11

th

Thirty-six per cent
Percentage of Canadians that say they would lose trust in
an organization following a data breach.
Data Protection Report 2019, Shred-It

Industry Indicators June 2020, Specialty Equipment Manufacturers Association

98.5%

In 2019, the share of global light vehicles powered at least in part by
internal combustion engine. (ICE-only comprises about 91%.)

88%

By 2035, the predicted share of global light vehicles
powered at least in part by internal combustion engine.
(ICE-only comprises about 48%.)

62%

Canadian global ranking in terms of
number of vehicle registrations.
Countryeconomy.com

The drop in auto parts production in Q1 2020 due to
Covid-19. Production dropped 25.3% in April 2020,
after a drop of 15.8% in March 2020.

By 2050, the predicted share of global light
vehicles powered at least in part by internal
combustion engine. (ICE-only comprises about 31%.)
IHS Markit

336,000
12
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The deficit in sold vehicles in Canada for the first six months of 2020,
compared to the first six months of 2019 – a decline of 34.3%.
DesRosiers Automotive Consultants

JOBBER VIEW

THE GAMIFICATION
OF SALES
There are ways to use the principles of games to
motivate your staff and customers… but use these
strategies carefully!
By Zara Wishloff

G

amification is a new buzz word in the marketing world. It refers to adding
the aesthetics and functionality of games into things that are not really
games at all.
You’ll see it everywhere if you know where to look. Like when you are
encouraged to collect stickers, or badges, or “streaks” in order to win a prize. Or
when you “roll up the rim” for a reward. Or when you have to sign up a friend in
order to earn a discount, or do something for seven days in a row in order to get a
status bump.
Fast-food chains lean heavily on this strategy. So do social media platforms, and
magazine distribution companies. Gamification is seen as a great way to engage
people, build loyalty, and increase attention on something that might otherwise be
overlooked or forgotten.
I was thinking about why we enjoy games and challenges so much. You can talk
about our inherent need to compete, or to prove our skill at something. But I think
the bottom line is that they are simply fun. They give us a little dopamine rush when
we succeed at something, or complete a set, or move on to the next level.
14
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Bringing fun into work is never
a bad thing. Games can lead to
performance improvements and better
team dynamics, all of which can drive
tremendous results. I’ve used games and
contests throughout my career. And
while they take some thought to pull off,
the results usually exceed the efforts.
Before I get into some promotional
examples, I wanted to explore the power
games can have in the background of
business life.
Chess is a great example. I credit my
grandfather for teaching me this game
when I was very young. I took it with
me into adulthood and into business
management. Chess teaches you
offensive and defensive strategies that
can be transposed to many other aspects
in life. In every business I’ve been in,
there is strategic planning.
Many business leaders would benefit
from the principle of forward-thinking
that chess rewards. In business, as in
chess, the strongest competitor is the
one who can see further into the future.
Having a chess background allows you
to plan three or four moves ahead -- a

tremendous advantage that helps you
anticipate your competitors’ moves and
prepare reactions to any move they make.
It also teaches you that sometimes
it is OK – or even advantageous – to
sacrifice something in the short term
that pays dividends in the long run.
Above all, chess gets your mind
working, keeps you on plan, and allows
you to adapt quickly to market changes.
Poker is another interesting and
fun way to build your skills without
taking an online course. Some will tell
you poker is about calculating odds
and percentages. But, more than that,
poker helps you ‘read’ people. That’s
another skill that transposes into the
business world. You can do well in poker
just by observing your opponents and
questioning their motivations for the
things they do. This is a key advantage
when negotiating.
Poker also teaches you to ‘play the
hand you were dealt.’ Business and
markets can change, and they are not
always fair. Just like in poker, you need
to look at the resources you have, and
employ them appropriately.
Outside of using games to sharpen
your mental agility, how can you bring
gamification into your business? There
are many examples.
I once hosted a poker rally, in which
customers were encouraged to visit five
different branches, each with a unique
activity like a garage sale, car show, or
charity car wash. They received a playing
card at each branch. The best five-card
hand turned in at the end won a trip.
That particular promotion got people
to visit branches they would never have
been to. It was much more effective than
offering a grand prize for filling out an
entry form at an open house.
Internally, I’ve run contests for staff
to participate in. There are times when
we need a little extra push to promote
a line or segment. Games and contests

Bringing fun into work is never a bad thing. Games can
lead to performance improvements and better team
dynamics, all of which can drive tremendous results.”

can help engage
staff to achieve
the desired
results. But you really have to set it up
properly. An ill-thought-out promotion
can backfire quickly. This is where chess
thinking comes in handy. You have to
think through all the possible outcomes,
both positive and negative, that your
promotion will create.
Let me walk you through a scenario:
Your company invested in a new
widget and you want to engage your four
counter people to promote it. You can say
“the person who sells the most widgets
in four months will win a $100 gift card.
Sounds generous and simple. What could
go wrong? After a month the results are
in: Counterperson 1 sold 75 widgets;
Counterperson 2 sold 40 widgets;
Counterperson 3 sold 10 widgets; and
Counterperson 4 sold 5 widgets.
Counterperson 1 may really have
knocked himself out to push the
program – but he could also have lucked
into a big order. Or maybe he processes
the online orders and that gave him an
unfair advantage. There are many ways
that he could have found himself far
ahead of the others due to no extra effort
on his part.
The problem really lies in the next
three months. Counterperson 3 and 4
have already realized they have no chance
in winning the contest. In fact, they may
start to sabotage it to save face. They
start coming up with reasons why people
might not want the widget or point
out why they prefer a different widget.
Now instead of having four motivated
salespeople pushing the widget you need
to move, you’re down to two.
I have watched this play out in many
versions throughout my career – a
gamified promotion that should have
engaged people and created some fun
at work turns into a demotivational
exercise and a waste of resources.

Here is my work around to the above
scenario that has proven successful
through the years. Instead of just
awarding your prize to the most units
sold, it is much better to award “chances
to win.” In other words, the more you sell
the better your odds of winning become.
After the first month, Counterperson 1
would have 75 entries (approximately
56% chance of winning) and
Counterperson 3 would have 10 entries
(just under 8% chance of winning). But
no matter who sells the most, everyone
still has a chance to win. And, more
importantly, remains motivated to
increase their chances by selling more
widgets in the remaining months.
There are many variations you can
add to this. You can add bonus entries
for selling the most in a month, or
bonuses for other products you want
sold. I have even run a variation in
which instead of chances to win a prize,
you earned poker chips. At the end of
the contest, staff played each other in
a show down. The more you sold, the
better position you were in at the start of
the game, however even a short stack of
chips could take the prize home.
I would say this, though, the simpler
you keep the promotion, the more
success you will likely have.
Games can work in the background
to keep you sharp. They can be created to
drive results. And they can add fun to the
workplace, engaging staff and clients alike.
Do you use games in your business? I’d
love to hear about it. Drop me a line.
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Zara Wishloff

Vice president of sales and marketing
for Automotive Parts Distributors (APD)
with four warehouses in Alberta and
Saskatchewan. You can reach him at
zwishloff@apdparts.ca.
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OFF THE SHELF
Do your homework

If you are presented with an
opportunity to spend a day with a direct
manufacturer’s representative to visit
your clients, make sure you’re prepared.
Do your research ahead of the
appointment. Know what the company
offers, what’s new, and what’s popular
in your area. Be sure of your inventory
capabilities, and your sales history with
that company. And be clear on what the
purpose of the day will be.
If your main goal is to go on sales
visits to introduce a new product or
promotion, know who you’re going
to see and what they’re likely to need.
If you think product knowledge is an
issue, have a plan for clinics or training.
If you need to address technical issues,
product failures, or complaints, have
examples ready, and solutions in mind.
A conversation with your
representative ahead of time to clarify
the purpose of the visits will help you
determine which clients really need to
hear the message.

IT’S ALL IN
THE DETAILING
Seven ways to make the most
of visits from manufacturer reps.
By Susan Hitchon

S

pending a few days a month with manufacturers’ sales representatives is a time
commitment, but it can pay real dividends to learn about the latest automotive
products and taking them around to visit your clients.
Unfortunately, those “detailing days” have been put on hold due to the
Covid-19 crisis. When the pandemic lifts and the world goes back to normal, I think
we’ll find that the industry quickly resumes this activity. Like auto repair and haircuts,
there will be pent-up demand that just has to be addressed.
The reason detailing is so valuable to jobbers is that it can boost sales and improve a
store’s reputation with its clients. The reason it is valuable to manufacturers is it allows
for direct communication with its customers, helping them know what works and what
doesn’t, and how they can tweak their offerings to meet changing market demands.
Like anything, however, detailing can be done well, and it can be done badly.
Making the most of your detailing days starts with careful planning and attention to
the needs of your client.
Here are some things to keep in mind when detailing work starts up again – likely
later this year.

Plan quality visits

There may be a temptation to put your
best clients at the top of any visit list.
But they may not be the best target. Be
sure to take your rep to see the clients
who have a keen interest in the product
offering and who are likely to get the
most out of the day’s message. The idea
is to move the sales needle. Some of the
smaller shops or niche service providers
may, in fact, have the best potential
to be successful with the product or
knowledge that’s being presented.
Some of your less-regular clients may
benefit most from your visit. It might
turn them into more-regular clients.
Be prepared to acknowledge that your
highest volume clients may not be the
best fit for the presentation.

Respect everyone’s time

It goes without saying that you should
formally schedule your appointments
for the day. Make sure all clients have
agreed to your visits. No one likes a
pop-in visit. And don’t assume that
they will see you just because you have
a great relationship with them. In truth,
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that kind of assumption can
damage your relationship.
Interrupting them during
a busy day without an
appointment won’t win you
any brownie points, will
create an awkward visit for
the manufacturer’s rep, and
will make your next visit
that much harder.
Before you arrive at any shop, give the rep a brief summary of the client. Let
them know about the clientele they serve, what makes them distinct in the market
and their purchasing history. Try to avoid any surprises during the visit!

Like anything, detailing can be done
well, and it can be done badly. Making
the most of your detailing days starts
with careful planning and attention to
the needs of your client.

Develop a rhythm

The best sales pitches are well-rehearsed, have a good pace, and don’t meander
aimlessly. Take the time to develop a cadence with the manufacturer’s rep. Talk
about how long each appointment should be, and be clear on what products you
will cover.
A lot of manufacturers have a wide range of products and services that could,
each in their own right, be fruitful topics of discussion. The trick is to know what
you’ll cover, and what you won’t. Agree on a format for the presentation, and then
stick to it. That includes knowing when the rep should “take the lead,” what you
should contribute, and who will wrap up.
While the manufacturer’s rep is talking, be quiet and listen carefully. Not only
will that set the tone for your client to follow, but you may learn something new
yourself, no matter how many times you’ve heard the presentation.
There is also a give-and-take that can be particularly effective, where you lead
the conversation with focused questions that they can answer.
Work with each other’s strengths and learn to make a presentation together
where you complement each other’s style. This is not just about sales. This is about
making sure your client gets the most out of the visit.

Be courteous

Don’t settle for unprofessionalism… ever! If a manufacturer’s representative is
behaving unprofessionally during a visit, cut things short, apologize to your client,
and try to reset before the next appointment. Explain to them exactly what your
feelings are about their behavior and ask them to immediately take corrective
action to avoid a repeat. If they can’t do that, then cancel the rest of the day.
Your detailing appointments are a reflection of your values and your company.
You can’t afford to let other individuals negatively affect your reputation or
relationship with your clients.
Similarly, be prepared to “call an audible” if your client is rude, disrespectful, or
inappropriate. Stop the presentation to find out what’s going on. You may find out
that your client is having a particularly difficult day, or that some personal crisis is
interfering with their ability to concentrate. It is better to cancel or reschedule the
meeting than press ahead fruitlessly.

Pay attention!

This is an opportunity for you to tap into a manufacturer’s resources for a day.
Use it well! You’ve got the rep’s undivided attention for four to eight hours. Ask a
18
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lot of questions, forge a good working
relationship, and listen carefully to
their answers.
Remember, these meetings are as
much for you as for your clients. Don’t
just leave them with your client, while
you go to the back room to check
stock. Even if you’ve heard the same
presentation multiple times, you’re
bound to miss important questions
and answers that will be helpful to you.
You may learn something new about
your client’s business or the unique
challenges they face. Your input may be
necessary. Don’t be M.I.A!

Follow up

Finally, follow up with the
manufacturer’s rep after your detailing
day is done.
Ask for their feedback on your
operation, your clients, and how they
felt the day went.
Don’t forget to provide them with
constructive feedback in return. They
need to know if they hit the mark or if
they need to change or improve their
presentation to be more successful.
And if you feel that the detailing
day was a huge success, share that
with the rest of your team so that
they can also benefit from working
with that individual.
Also follow up with the clients you
visited. Don’t let the presentation be
forgotten the moment you left the shop.
Find out what their biggest take-away
was, and don’t forget to follow up on
any commitments you made.
Detailing has always been a big part
of the automotive aftermarket. Done
poorly it can be a waste of everyone’s
time. But done well, it spurs sales,
answers questions, and keeps everyone
on the same path.
Susan Hitchon

Ontario business development
manager for the Automotive
Aftermarket E-Learning Centre.
You can reach her at s.hitchon@aaec.ca

SUPPLY CHAIN

Have you seen unusual business conditions
that you’d like to tell us about?
Send an email to allan@newcom.ca.

We asked you how your supply of parts is holding up during
Covid, and what your biggest challenges are. It should come
as no surprise that there are plenty of opinions out there!

Supply
Chain
Challenges
By Peter Bulmer
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Business is still down a little bit; things are still tough. Our supply chain for parts hasn’t been affected too
much, but the special-order orders are now taking a little longer than normal. The lower-tier jobs were always
less appreciated, now it seems to be what’s keeping us going. It’s funny how these kinds of situations turn our
thinking around. I think we’re seeing a renewed appreciation for essential jobs now.
Chris Durham, Carquest, Oshawa, Ont.

The business has still been pretty heavy; business has switched from normal parts to selling
sanitizers, gloves, and masks. Our part supply has been pretty good. We were expecting a bit
of a backup, but that hasn’t happened so far. Things are starting to get back to a normal flow,
but getting orders out of warehouses is proving a challenge. There is a workforce mandate to
reduce and personal distancing in warehouses, which slows down the works a bit.

Rick Opheim, Fortin Supply, Chilliwack, B.C.

Covid has certainly slowed down sales from the onset, but here in the prairies we seem to be bouncing
back quick than other parts of the country. The trickiest part of late has been keeping certain things
in stock or finding alternate sources. We work hard to maintain the correct balance of inventory and
keep lines that are competitively priced and high quality. Anyone can throw parts on the shelf, but
keeping parts that you can trust and rely on in an ever-changing market can be a challenge.

Todd Manz, Den-Paul Distributors, Regina, Sask.

Keeping up with inventory, and having what our customers need is a challenge.
People think stores should have what online offers. That’s not always possible.

Dave Denomy, Carquest, St. Thomas, Ont.

There have been a few slowdowns, and some lack of stock. Things are on back-order. But people
are understanding. We’ve had to source from other stores, beg, borrow, and steal in order to fill
some orders, but overall we’ve seen a lot of good cooperation. My motto is, ‘It is what it is.’
If there’s a problem, face it head on. Don’t shy away.
Dean LaPointe, Carquest Auto Parts, Saint John, N.B.

It’s a bit slower than usual, but in general things are okay. We’re seeing a bit of parts on back-order,
but not as many as you’d think. We’re also doing curbside pickup only, no customers in the store at
all. We’re going to hold on to our curbside strategy for a little bit and see how things go. Safety first.

Jason Slade, Parts Place, Mount Pearl, Nfld.

The biggest challenges we’re facing are supply chain issues. We have for a long time been growing our
safety and PPE business, which has been a big hurdle so far. We have a lot of customers that use N95
masks and nitrile gloves, which are very tough to get a hold of right now. When you find them, it’s a
lot more expensive than normal. When you’re facing trying times – not just in a pandemic, but any
trying times – you just have to remind yourself that the next day is a new day… and it’s often better
than the day before. There’s always a light at the end of the tunnel. Stick with it and don’t give up.
Doug Borland, Western Bearing & Auto Parts, Portage La Prairie, Man.
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The success of your
business depends on
your customers’ ability
to repair the latest vehicles.
Support the Repair It Right campaign — a Canadian initiative that gives
independent service providers a proven way to access OE service information.
We’re working with the National Service Information Task Force to make sure
Canadian shops have a chance to stay in the game.
• Be knowledgeable about the issue
• Educate your customer
• Get involved! Sign on as a sponsor

Help make sure independent service providers have access
to the repair information they need!

www.aaro.ca | 1-833-787-4020
This service is paid for through the support of the aftermarket suppliers and parts distributors.

SELLING

Moving
millennials
By Allan Janssen

Attracting young shoppers is one of the keys to modern retailing.

A

utomotive retailers that are not tied to dealerships
have a built-in advantage when it comes to attracting
younger customers.
Repeated surveys have shown that millennials –
those born between 1981 and 2000 – are less suspicious of smaller
shops than they are of large corporations, and that they like to
support independent businesses.
This is certainly borne out in a recent study by the Automotive
Industries Association of Canada (AIA),
working with Quorus Consulting Group. The
recently released “Understanding Millennials”
report found that Canadian millennials value
independent auto service providers over
dealerships when it comes to value for money
and trustworthiness.
Fifty-three percent of respondents said
independent ASPs offered better value for
money, compared to only 19% who said
dealerships offered better value for money.
On trustworthiness, independents edged out
dealerships by six percentage points (34% for
independent ASPs, 28% for dealerships).
The vast majority of millennials (62%) appear
to use both dealerships and independent ASPs
for their vehicle needs. However, among those
who have picked a side, dealerships get the edge.
Twenty-one percent of respondents use dealerships exclusively,
while only 17% use independents exclusively.

The study offers a “quick profile of young Canadian vehicle
owners,” and is based on an online survey in 2019 of over 2,000
Canadian adults – 330 of them millennials (aged 25-34).
Among respondents, 48% say they stay on top of maintenance
and repair issues, but 46% acknowledge that while they are
generally attentive, they let things slide from time to time.
Apparently, more male millennials admit that they feel
helpless when they bring their vehicles in for maintenance and
repair. Some 52% of men strongly agreed
with that sentiment, while only 46% of
women said the same.
The report offers a wealth of
information on how to impress millennial
buyers, what factors build trust, and what
contributes to their purchase decisions.
It also discusses perceptions of
e-tailing, where their online dollars are
spent, and what attracts their attention.
As for vehicle data, three in four
millennials said that before taking the
survey, they were unaware of the amount
and the value of the data produced by their
vehicles, nor did they consider who is the
rightful owner of that data.
The authors of the report suggest that
“millennial vehicle owners represent
somewhat of a perfect storm for ASPs” in that they generally
consider vehicle maintenance and repair a medium to low
w w w. a u t o s e r v i c e w o r l d . c o m
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priority in their lives, and are comfortable
attempting their own repairs and
purchasing parts online.
However, among those who are do-itfor-me customers, four out of five of them
will go to independent shops.
The acceptance of independent shops
comes as no surprise to those who have
studied millennial buying habits.
Known for being less loyal to particular

brands, they are also highly influenced
by a variety of review, comparison, and
communication tools. With an estimated
purchasing power of US$600 billion, they
rely on social media to help them develop
their shopping habits. Retail options are
funneled through apps on their phones
and digital contact with peers.
According to The Center for
Generational Kinetics – a research

Tune into the
newest podcast for
Canada’s automotive
aftermarket
Auto Service World: Conversations is Turnkey
Media’s newest offering to our audience. Join
us weekly for insightful industry conversations
with your peers, suppliers, and customers,
to get a well-rounded and entertaining
understanding of trends, problems, solutions...
and sometimes just the lighter side.
You can subscribe to Auto Service World:
Conversations on iTunes and Soundcloud
to keep up to date on our podcast releases.
If you like us, be sure to like and subscribe!
It’s quick and easy for you, and makes a world
of difference for us.
www.tinyurl.com/ASW-conversations
www.soundcloud.com/AutoServiceWorld
SPONSORED BY
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firm that specializes in Gen-Y and
Gen-Z attitudes – the hierarchy of
communication for millennials runs in
the following order:
• Texts and texting apps
• Email
• Social media
• Phone calls
• In-person interactions
Their thought-process runs contrary to
what has worked for previous generations
(particularly Baby Boomers, but also
their close cousins, Gen-Xers), so modern
marketing efforts have to be reconsidered.
Not only do millennials use new
approaches to make purchase decisions,
they also employ different measuring
tools. Cheap does not trump quality.
Quality does not trump convenience.
Convenient does not beat ethical. And
ethics are verified by peers.
In addition, millennials tend to care
more deeply about social issues than other
generations do, particularly human rights,
economic inequality, animal welfare, and
environmental protection.
Storytelling is an ideal way to
communicate your values to them,
either on your website or in your online
marketing efforts.
Authenticity is critical, though, because
nothing will repel them more than
realizing you are paying lip-service to a
cause just to reap the financial benefits.
In all things, be transparent in your
advertising, your processes, and your
interpersonal relationships. Let them know
how you work, and where your priorities
are. If social or environmental issues are
important to you, say so. But don’t fake it.
Getting caught out will make millennials
feel duped and will kill your brand.
Communicate the value of doing
business with you by answering what’s in
it for them… and what’s in it for society.
According to a report by public policy
researchers at the Brookings Institute,
millennials will occupy approximately 75%
of the North American job market by 2025.
Attracting their loyalty will increasingly be
a key to modern retailing success.
The independent automotive world
would do well to build on the foundation
of trust it already has to create a loyal
consumer base.

We’re looking for the best!
Do you know a business that has innovated within the last year?
Programs that deliver exceptional results | Marketing efforts that set it apart from the crowd
New computer systems that increase productivity | Facility upgrades that enhance the image of the industry
Business milestones that celebrate longevity and success

TheThe

2020
2020
of of
thethe
Year
Year

The 2020 Jobber of the Year

A parts store that has distinguished itself with
personalized service, highly knowledgeable
staff, unique programs that help its wholesale
customers thrive, and a commitment to
offering quality training.

Shop
Shop
of of
thethe
Year
Year

The 2020 Shop of the Year

An auto repair shop that has captured the
imagination of the community with its unique
approach to customer service, dedication to
excellence, training, and improving the image
of our industry.

We can’t wait to hear from you!

Jobber of the Year and Shop of the Year are peer-to-peer
awards. We’re looking for nominations from within in the industry.
We want to hear from jobbers, shop owners their employees, family
members, and suppliers. And while we love your enthusiasm,
please submit only ONE nomination per shop. It is only the first step
in the process. Prospective winners will be interviewed by phone to
determine their eligibility for the award.

www.autoserviceworld.com/jobber-of-the-year-2020
www.autoserviceworld.com/shop-of-the-year2020

BAYWATCH

New part numbers
ZF Aftermarket has released 151 new part numbers for
TRW products, covering a total of 90.3 million vehicles
in operation in North America. The releases include 110
new TRW chassis part numbers covering over 60 million
vehicles in operation and 41 new TRW ride control part numbers covering 30.3 million
vehicles in operation. The new TRW part numbers are issued to offer a wide range of
vehicle coverage to focus on the safety and customization for each individual part.
www.trwaftermarket.com

Productivity tool
Hunter has released its HunterNet Trend Reports – a new datadriven productivity tool that shows shop equipment use and
productivity trends over a seven-day period. Trend Reports allows
shops to set goals to identify presented and missed opportunities
for alignment and tires. In-depth performance reports are
automatically delivered via email, allowing managers and owners
to easily see shop performance over time and ensure optimal
utilization of Hunter equipment.
www.hunter.com

Uni-puller set
Mueller-Kueps has released a comprehensive Uni-Puller
kit that provides multiple ways to remove bushings, seals,
sleeves, bearings, bearing races, pressed-in studs, and more.
Included is the Small Slide Hammer (#600 121) which
features a 2.5 lb weight. Also included in the kit are two sets
of jaws that can pull out a bearing internally or externally.
It features a puller hook for seals, a pressed-in stud puller
adapter, an injector adapter which fits most common size of M14 X 1.5, and split collet
extractors.
www.mueller-kueps.com

Heavy duty brakes
NRS Brakes has expanded its galvanized brake-pad coverage
for Hino Class 4, 5 and 6 trucks. The pads are re-engineered
to exceed the performance of the original brake pads to
help operators reduce downtime. The fully galvanized steel
backing plates prevent corrosion during the entire life of the
friction. NRS Shark Metal technology creates a mechanical
attachment for the friction material using tiny hooks on the
backing plate. The Hino-specific friction material design is also optimized by removing
slots and chamfers to maximize pad contact area and stopping power.

Interactive wiring
diagrams
Sun has released the
latest Sun Collision
Repair Information
software. The update features
exclusive wiring diagram features including
interactivity that connects the diagrams
directly to component information.
Technicians can now access component
repair information from inside the diagram
without having to initiate a secondary search.
Pop-up menus offer additional specifications,
component location, connector views, guided
component tests and more.
www.suncollision.com

Jeep shock mount
When a shock
absorber mount
breaks or corrodes
on a Jeep, you're
often stuck
replacing the
entire axle assembly.
This Dorman OE FIX shock mount allows
direct replacement of only the failed front
position shock absorber mount. It offers
a cost-effective repair option. The carbon
steel mount is coated in weldable primer for
a clean weld-on repair. Designed to match
original front mounts on Jeep vehicles, it has
been tested to ensure a quality fit and long
service life.
www.dormanproducts.com

Brake line straightener

www.NRSBrakes.com/Hino

Suspension air compressor
New Dorman OE FIX suspension air compressors offer
improvements on the original design, with upgraded seals to
prevent moisture intrusion. They feature an aluminum piston
in place of plastic, and upgraded internal windings with greater
thermal capacity. Advanced thermal protection software
prevents future burn out for greater durability. All needed
brackets, dryer, air filter boxes, sealed sound isolation shielding,
wiring harness and connectors are included.
www.dormanproducts.com
26
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The new Mueller-Kueps Brake Line
Straightener (Part No. 462 040) was made
to straighten brake lines that come in a coil.
Using 16 balled precision rolls, it removes
kinks out of the line. Easy to use, it does
not require any additional tools. Lines that
are particularly kinked, may need to be
straightened a couple of times to remove
all the bends.
www.mueller-kueps.com

CRM solution
Epicor Software has introduced
a number of enhancements
to its Epicor MechanicNet
Cloud CRM solution, a leading
customer retention and outbound
marketing application for
automotive service businesses.
It offers automation that
takes much of the legwork out of building and maintaining these
relationships through targeted promotions, appointment scheduling
and reminders, dynamic websites, social media integration, online
review management, and more.
www.epicor.com

Fuel pumps
Transit has partnered with Agility Auto Parts, a
U.S.-based automotive product developer, to
make high-quality fuel pumps, module assemblies,
and fuel tank straps for the Canadian market.
Transit says Agility has a 25-year history in the
fuel pump business, making great quality products
at a fraction of the price. Agility fuel pumps,
module assemblies and fuel tank straps are now available at all eight
Transit warehouses.
www.transitwarehouse.com

Specialty tools
OTC has enhanced its
portfolio of specialty tools for
Ford, Lincoln and Mercury
vehicles. Five new tools offer
increased efficiency and time
savings for technicians. They include the 6879 Locknut Pin
Remover; the 6883 Pinion Flange Holding Tool; the 6884 Crankshaft
Rear Seal Wear Ring Remover, the 6886 Crankshaft Front Seal and
Wear Ring Remover; and the 6889 Crankshaft Front Seal and Wear
Ring Installer.
www.otc.com

Radio / battery
charger
Milwaukee Tool has expanded its
M12 System with the M12 Radio
+ Charger. This new jobsite audio
solution allows users to charge
up, hang up, and tune in with a
full range speaker, a tweeter, and
multiple hanging options. A 12V DC port enables quick, convenient
charging of all M12 batteries. Additionally, a 2.1 USB port delivers
fast charging for electronic devices like mobile phones and tablets.
www.milwaukeetool.ca

BAYWATCH

Lift point quick link
The latest software release of ProDemand auto repair
information from Mitchell 1 includes a new Quick Link for
tire information and lifting points that combines essential
information to help technicians work safely and efficiently.
The Quick Link ribbon appears on the front page of the 1Search Plus module in
ProDemand and provides instant access to the most frequently searched information
in the software.
www.mitchell1.com

Cadillac brakes
NRS Brakes has expanded its line of premium galvanized
brake pads for the Cadillac Escalade. The new addition to
the NRS Brake line-up covers the 2020 Escalade as well as
the 2020 Tahoe. That represents approximately 154,000
vehicles in production globally. In addition, the NRS
brake pads for Cadillac Escalades showcase advanced
noise-canceling piston cushions and galvanized steel that withstands rust and corrosion,
making them the most affordable option based on total cost of ownership over the life of
the vehicle.
www.nrsbrakes.com

Alignment and inspection
Shops with WinAlign 16.2 and Hunter’s unmanned
inspection system, Quick Check Drive and Quick Tread
Edge, can now generate automatic tire recommendations
for motorists when integrated with Dealer Tire. A vehicle
simply passes through Hunter’s unmanned inspection system
in about five seconds. The system will then provide the tire inspection results and a tire
recommendation from Dealer Tire (if tires are needed), making the process seamless and
convenient for service advisors and customers.

www.hunter.com/contact

Light bar
Superior Signals, Inc. (SSI) has added the
SYLRLB-53 to its selection of light bars. At
53 inches long and a little under five inches wide, the SYLRLB-53 is the longest light bar
the company now carries. It features 20 replaceable LED modules and can be ordered to
meet specific colour pattern requirements. Modules come in amber/clear, blue/clear and
red/clear.
www.superiorsignals.com

Vehicle diagnostics
Continental has introduced a new diagnostic tool designed
to help improve technician’s productivity by streamlining
vehicle diagnosis. The Continental Autodiagnos Pro
Automotive Diagnostic System has been specially designed
to help automotive technicians analyze, diagnose, and
repair vehicles faster. The new scan tool can be used to
service all makes and is being updated continuously as vehicles evolve. It reports DTCs in
an average of 20-30 seconds, decodes VINs in seconds, and provides accurate data in list,
multiple graph, and gauge formats.
www.autodiagnospro.com
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Vehicle sanitizing unit
Mahle Aftermarket
has added a product
for the hygienic
sanitization of
passenger cars to its
service unit range.
OzonePRO uses
ozone to purify the air inside cabins and other
interiors. To do this, all doors into the vehicle
or room must be closed. While the sanitizing
process is underway, the OzonePRO sensors
continuously measure the concentration of
ozone produced in the environment and adjust
this until the ideal value is reached. The new
OzonePRO unit communicates with all other
Mahle service equipment via Bluetooth.
www.mahle-aftermarket.com

Engine Parts
Cloyes has expanded
its Variable Valve
Timing (VVT) Chain
Kit product line.
The newest kit is for
General Motors 2.8-liter, 3.0-liter, and 3.6-liter
V6 engines, often referred to as the GM High
Feature engine (HFV6), and provides coverage
for more than 5.4 million vehicles-in-operation
(VIO). Ranging from 2007-2019, the kits and
components are available for popular makes
and models such as Cadillac CTS, Chevrolet
Camaro, Chevrolet Impala, and GMC Acadia.
www.cloyes.com

LED integral beam

Lumileds has introduced the new Philips
LED integral beam as a DOT-compliant
LED upgrade for conventional sealed beam
headlamps. Utilizing state-of-the-art LED
technology, these replacement headlights
feature a sharp cut-off point for legal beam
performance with no glare to oncoming drivers.
Designed to provide simple installation, Philips
LED integral beam offer an easy plug and play
replacement for halogen and incandescent
sealed beams on vehicles with H6024, H6054,
H4651, and H4656 headlight configurations.
Philips LED integral beam headlights are
compatible with both 12V and 24V systems,
providing a wider versatility of use.
www.lumileds.com

ESS SEEK
ORE FIND
Alignment machine
The John Bean
V3300 wheel
alignment system
is designed to
guide technicians
of multiple skill
levels through an
accurate alignment
in less time, reducing
errors and improving efficiency. Its advanced notification
system monitors the entire alignment procedure in order
to automatically correct and compensate for simple issues
without slowing the alignment process down, ensuring that
every alignment is done on time. Featuring the fastest camera
ever offered by John Bean, the V3300 has an optimized
software flow and a built-in notification system that work
together to provide fast and accurate readings.
www.JohnBean.com
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EyeSpy
Got something to share? Send a high-res picture to
allan@newcom.ca and make sure to give us lots of detail!

Doug Gritner of Doug’s Repair in Alexis Creek, B.C. sent
in this picture of the right front tie rod end on a 1997 Ford
F150. A nail was holding it in place! He said the customer
did the job himself, and it’s been like that for over a year.

SUSPENDED
REPAIRS
Be prepared for anything… because you never know
what you’ll find when you raise the hood on a vehicle!

Brenden Hills, a
technician at Jespersons
Auto in Chilliwack, B.C.
said this customer came
in saying his vehicle had
started to wander on the
road. Both tie rod ends
had been zap-strapped on!

A little information can be a dangerous thing! The guys at
Baer Auto-Tek Inc. in Three Hills, Alta., told the owner of this
2000 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4 that he needed a CV boot to keep
dirt out of the joint. Rather than buy one, though, he went
home and built one!
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Ashley Whitehawk, a
tech at Canadian Tire
in Yorkton, Sask.,
found this on a 2002
Ford Mustang. The
customer himself put a
stud through the lower
ball joint housing and
used two nuts to hold it
all together. Warning:
your lower ball joint has
some play!

